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Literature abounds with examples of various methods serving detection of deception in testimonies. They can be divided both according to the methods used depending on the tactics of witness interrogation (Gruza, 2009) and the psychological model of analysing testimony veracity (Marten, 2012). Functioning currently is also a division of methods of detecting deception based on the channel of communication analysed (Vrij, 2008): methods based on the analysis of the so-called non-verbal and vocal detection of deception (DePaulo et al., 2003), methods based on psychophysiological analyses (polygraph, EEG, fMRI, and thermography examinations), and methods that analyse the contents of the testimony (e.g. Content Based Criteria Analysis – CBCA, *romuald.polczyk@uj.edu.pl*

In the past, studies related to the last group of the methods focused mostly on seeking an answer to the question whether it is possible to find elements proving that witness testimony was consciously falsified in its content, and what elements these are. Today, it is rather assumed that the above is possible, and psychologists’ efforts aim at building a classification of such elements mostly in the form of the so-called veracity criteria, whose presence in a testimony proves its sincerity. The methods that are based on analysing testimony content are often called verbal veracity assessment tools (Vrij, 2005), as they analyse the contents of the witnesses’ statements, with omission of vocal (e.g. pitch of the voice, pauses in the utterance, etc.) and non-verbal (gestures, leg movements, etc.) hints.

What is usually used as theoretical grounds for the existence of content-based methods is the so-called Undeutsch hypothesis: the assumption that a testimony based on the witness’s personal experience differs in form and content (qualitatively and quantitatively) from deceptive or insincere testimonies, and that the motivation of the liar is different than that of a person telling the truth, which translates into the contents of the testimony (Arntzten, 1989).

It is also noted that, according to the Reality Monitoring model (Johnson, Raye, 1981), memories of actual events differ in content and quality from representations and false memories. True memories about actual, personal experiences mirror the processes of perception that take place during their acquisition, while the ones based on representations contain more inference and cognitive processes. It was empirically proved that memories of experiences contain more stimuli data (visual detail, sounds, tastes, physical sensations), and contextual and emotional information than false memories (Johnson and Raye, 1981). Basically, the model explains how true memories “mix” in memory with fabricated events (or implied memories). Nevertheless, researchers adapted it to the needs of building a tool for discovering deceptive statements (Sporer, 2004, Alonso-Quecuty, 1992).

Currently, psychological literature distinguishes at least a number of systems of assessing testimonies and several dozens of criteria of veracity (see e.g.: Arntztten, 1989; Adams, 1996; Dando, Bull, 2011; Akehurst, Köhnken, Hoefer,
The system that is perhaps most frequently used in the judicial practice is the Content Based Criteria Analysis – CBCA (e.g. Vrij, 2005, Köhnken, Steller, 1989). It is a tool that makes up a part of a larger procedure known as Statement Validity Analysis (SVA). It consists of 19 criteria concerning the semantic features of the contents of a testimony which, following the hypotheses, emerge more frequently in sincere testimonies (i.e. of events the person actually witnessed) than in deceptive (concerning invented events). These criteria include “logical structure” (criterion 1), “lots of details” (criterion 3), and “description of interactions” (criterion 5). It is assumed that in true testimonies, these criteria are present with greater intensity than in false ones. In other words, in sincere testimonies, people trained in the use of the CBCA method should confirm the existence of a logical structure of the utterance more often, diagnose a greater number of details, and discover the existence of utterances or parts of conversations quoted in the original form more often than in false testimonies.

Another system to be fairly well described in literature is Reality Monitoring (RM), based on a model quoted above (Johnson, Rye, 1981). The tool consists of 8 or 7 (see: Sporer, 2004; Vrij, 2008; Sporer, 1997) or 43 criteria (SMCQ, Sporer, Kuepper, 1995) divided into eight sections, and including, for example “visual details”, “spatial details”, “emotion” (Sporer, 1997).

Studies using content-based methods traditionally include three indicators: total accuracy rate, accuracy rate in diagnosing true statements (colloquially speaking: the capacity of a tool for revealing true statements as true), and the accuracy rate in pointing to false statements. These indicators differ in scientific studies (both experimental and practical), yet studies prove that the total accuracy rate of the CBCA usually oscillates between 55% (Granhag, Strömwall, Landström, 2006) and 100% (Esplin, Boychuk, Raskin, 1988), and in the case of the RM – between 61% (Sporer, Sharman, 2006) and 82% (Stromwall, Granhag, 2005). Falling back on the literature concerning matters of deception, Vrij (2008) sets the average accuracy rate of CBCA at 70.81%, and that of RM – at 68.8%. This allows to notice that the distribution of results concerning the accuracy rate of content-based methods is significant, and amounts nearly to 50%, depending on the experiment. Therefore, a question where such a difference originates arises: what variables influence the efficiency of content-based methods, and in consequence – differences between the studies.

An important question concerning the calculation of accuracy rate of content-based tools must be emphasised here. Analysis of sincerity conducted
with such a tool is usually performed in two phases. In the first, the coder of CBCA, RM, or other method is looking for the criteria of veracity in a given statement, and later assigns to them point-based values. Usually, a 0 if the given criterion is absent, 1 – if it is present in low intensity, and 2 if it is very clearly present. A five-point (e.g. Godert et al., 2005) and a seven-point (e.g. Bradford, 2006) scale can also be used. To perform the calculation of the accuracy rate of a given method at this stage, some researchers employ statistical analyses (i.e. Multiple Discriminant Analysis) comparing the numbers of points acquired in truthful statements to the sums of points scored by false testimonies. It must, however, be strongly emphasised that the method does not apply in judicial practice, as courts experts do not have at their disposal multiple true and false statements, on whose grounds they could run statistical analyses. Everyday situations include also the second phase of the analysis: using a given tool, the coder must independently assess whether he or she believes the statements to be true or false. It is worth mentioning that content-based tools do not have objectively set limits defining the number of points above which a statement or testimony is true. According to the theory, the only thing that can be ascertained with such a tool is the fact that the greater the number of the points, the greater the probability that the testimony is true. The coder (court expert in practice) must himself or herself make the decision whether – on the power of own experience, the veracity criteria found, and knowledge of the tool – the testimony in their opinion is false or true. Some published studies measure the accuracy rate of a tool on the grounds of the coders’ own true – false assessments made after conducting CBCA or RM analysis. The differences between this indicator of accuracy rate and the first one (i.e. calculated from the significance of the difference between the number of points acquired in true and false statements) may be significant and differ even by several percent for the same testimonies and the same coder (Dukała, Sporer, Polczyk, in print). The reason for such a status quo can most probably be the fact that while making the final decision whether testimony is true or false, coders working on content analysis do not follow the number of diagnosed criteria but rather their subjective weights.

Thus, one of the variables that influence differences in the efficiency of content-based tools of detecting deception in testimonies is the method of calculating the accuracy rate of the tool. Besides the above, researchers point to the existence of variables related to the persons of the witness and the interrogator, and the event itself. It is generally believed that these are usually such variables that have an impact on the quality of the statements made (Vrij, 2005). For if a statement is sparing, short, forced, and/or contains a very
small number of details, it is far more difficult to ascertain the presence of criteria of its veracity, which may disrupt CBCA and RM analyses. In turn, if a statement is extensive, and the free utterance of the witness is complex and rich, there is a greater probability for the criteria of veracity two emerge, which has an impact on the accuracy rate of content-based methods.

One of such important variables is the age of the interrogated. CBCA was designed to verify the veracity of children’s statements in cases related to sexual abuse, hence the presence of some specific criteria (e.g. the criterion 10 “accurately reported details misunderstood”, being a criterion concerning especially sexual performance, which a small child does not understand yet can describe them well, if he or she is actually their witness or a victim). Nevertheless, Undeutsch’s hypothesis on which CBCA is based concerns general motivation and cognitive mechanisms in the human. Hence, it can be expected that the tool will be efficient both in the case of children and adults. However, some specialists draw the conclusion that if CBCA was designed to cover testimonies of children, the efficiency of the entire tool may be the same in the case of testimonies of children and adults, yet some of the criteria will turn up only and solely in the testimonies of children, and not in those from the adult people (e.g. the criterion 10 mentioned above). Additionally, small children are not fluent in expressing themselves, and building utterances and sentences, which may influence the quality of a testimony, and indirectly – the accuracy rate of the tools.

In turn, RM is based on theories concerning monitoring, i.e. a cognitive process that is developed and mature in adults. As the authors of the Reality Monitoring theory (Johnson, Rye, 1981) themselves note, this processes is not yet developed in children, and children relatively frequently happen to confuse events they invented with ones that actually occurred to them. It can, therefore, be assumed that a tool serving verification of sincerity of the testimonies based on the criteria made on the grounds of the theory will have a lower efficiency in the case of children’s testimonies than in the case of the ones acquired from adults.

Studies of CBCA accuracy rate suggest that generally the presence of the CBC a criteria is related to the age of the testifying person (Buck, Warren, Betman, Brigham, 2002; Craig, et al., 2000; Hershkowitz, Lamb, Sternberg, Esplin, 1997; Lamers-Winkelmann and Buffing, 1996; Santtila, Roppola, Runtti, Niemi, 2000; Vrij, Akenhurst, Soukara, Bull, 2002). In other words, testimonies of younger children contain fewer CBCA criteria (or criteria are discovered, yet with low intensity) than testimonies of older children and adults. For
example, studies conducted by Buck and the team (Buck et al., 2002) discovered that the presence of no fewer than 13 criteria was correlated with age. Probably this is why CBCA accuracy rate in case of children's testimonies is slightly lower than in the case of adult testimonies (Vrij, 2005), yet only up to a certain age, approximately 9 years (Santilla et al., 2000). This, as a rule, is explained by the fact that younger children still find it difficult to assume the perspective of other people (hence absence of certain criteria, e.g. “pardoning the perpetrator” in their testimonies). Additionally, some researchers (notably Craig, Sheibe, Rasklin, Kircher, Dodd, 1999; Davies, Westcott, Horan, 2000) notice that in the case of younger children, the interrogators usually do not allow free utterances and use large numbers of leading (direct) questions, if not even focused ones. This results in low quality, short testimonies, and sparing input from children, which in turn may have a negative bearing on the efficiency of the CBCA in reference to the testimonies of small children. It must, however, be noted that in some studies, the impact of the age on the accuracy rate CBCA is not present (Akenhurst, Köhnken, Hofer, 2002).

A similar result is acquired when RM analyses is applied. For example, the studies by Otgaar, Candel, Memon, and Almerigogna (2010) did not acquire a satisfying accuracy rate in the use of RM for distinguishing between true and invented statements of young children, although one of the criteria (visual details) was distinctive for the difference between true and false statement well. In turn, other studies allow to draw a conclusion that RM works well only in the case of statements from adults (e.g. Sporer, Kuepper, 1995, Sporer and Sharman, 2006) and older children (Santtila, Roppola, Niemi, 2000; Stromwall, Granhag, 2005). In turn, for example, studies conducted by Roberts and Lamb (2010) ascertained that the older the child, the more RM criteria are present in his or her testimonies, and the effect was far more stronger in the case of true statements, then the false ones. Generally, it can therefore be stated that in the case of very young children, content analyses are hardly efficient in differentiating between true and false testimonies, yet the efficiency grows parallel to the age of the child.

Another important variable is the level of training of the people who use content-based methods. One could expect that the better trained (or having a longer experience) CBCA coder, the better diagnosis of the presence of individual criteria and the more accurate the conclusions drawn from the analyses conducted. In the case of CBCA, the recommended training lasts 3 weeks (Köhnken, 1999) or at least 3 days (Raskin and Esplin, 1992). Unfortunately, published scientific articles contain hardly any information on
the training for RM and CBCA coders. As a rule, researchers disregard the question entirely while describing the method. And yet, as research concerning e.g. efficiency of lie detection methods based on non-verbal signals, not only is the length of training significant, but so are the number of analyses performed earlier in a given method and the number of articles read (see: Vrij, 2008).

In the case of CBCA, there are at least a number of studies comparing the accuracy rate of detecting deception by untrained and trained people applying CBCS. The results of the studies are contradictory. In some studies, the training in applying CBCA helped to increase the accuracy rate of coders compared to an untrained population (Landry & Brigham, 1992; Vrij, Kneller, Mann, 2000; Fiedler & Walka, 1993; Porter, Yuille, Lehman, 2000, Tye et al., 1999), in others, it reduced it (Akehurst et al., 1998), and yet in others no difference in the accuracy rate of finding insincere statements between trained and untrained coders was discovered (Ruby & Brigham, 1998; Santtila et al., 2000). However, attention should be paid to the fact that majority of cases covered by the studies referred to above lasted for 45 minutes (e.g. Landry and Brigham, 1992), 90 minutes (e.g. Ruby and Brigham, 1998) or (a single case) two hours (Akehurst et al., 1998). As Köhnken (2004) noted, such a short time is absolutely insufficient for CBCA coders to be able to learn the method even superficially. Moreover, in most of the studies mentioned above, the training of CBCA coders did not cover an opportunity to practice the skills, and the statements used to analyse veracity were relatively short (e.g. 2 minutes in a study by Ruby and Brigham, 1998). In only one study, an extremely intensive CBCA and RM training was applied, with each coder being given 40 testimonies to assess under the supervision of a specialist and several scientific articles on CBCA and RM to read before the study; Sporer and Bursh, 2003), which significantly increased the accuracy rate of assessments using the methods. On the grounds of these studies and experiments proving zero efficiency rate of CBCA applied by untrained people (e.g. Bradford, 2006), researchers are likely to say that an appropriately long and well-designed training helps to increase the accuracy rate of deception assessments made with the use of CBCA.

As has been mentioned earlier, another very important variable that has an impact on the accuracy rate of content-based methods is the way of conducting the interrogation. Researchers pay attention to the fact that the longer and the freer the expression (free recall) of the witness, the more criteria of veracity can find their way into the testimony. A particular conclusion may be
drawn from here, namely that the less directive the interrogation, the greater freedom of expression the witness is allowed, and the more encouraging to speak the interrogation is on the other hand, the greater the precision of the CBCA and/or RM. For example, Herskowitz, Lamb and Sternberg (1997) realised that if open questions predominate in an interrogation of children, more CBCA criteria are present in sincere testimonies than in a situation where mostly focused questions are asked. A similar effect in the case of testimonies from sexually abused children was obtained by Craig, Sheibe, Rasklin, Kircher and Dodd (1999) who additionally noticed that when open questions were answered, more CBCA criteria emerged in true statements than in false ones (i.e. in the testimonies of children that lied about being sexually abused). In Vrij, Mann, Kristen and Fisher (2007), an accusatory style of interrogation, applied by police officers as a standard practice towards the suspects, significantly decreased the efficiency of both CBCA and RM. In turn, in the studies of Santtila, Roppola, Niemi (2000), a friendly or unfriendly way of interrogating a child influenced the frequency of emergence of CBCA criteria, and consequently – the accuracy rate of the tool.

In literature on the psychology of witness testimonies, cognitive interview (CI) is frequently mentioned as the most efficient technique and one most recommended for interrogating children and adults. Cognitive interview is based on memory, social, and representational techniques (Fisher, Geiselman, 1992). It is used ever more commonly in the daily work of police and prosecution (Memon, Meisner, Fraser, 2010). A question arises whether the application of the technique of interrogation will have an impact on the efficiency of content based tools for detecting insincere testimonies. Researchers point to two possible relations. First, according to the magnifying glass hypothesis (Hernandez-Fernaud and Alonso-Quecuty, 1997), a cognitive interview may increase the differences between true and false testimonies. These experts point to the fact that because a cognitive interview facilitates drawing details from memory, its application will make the statements of the people telling the truth longer, richer in detail, and more transparent, so that the presence of veracity criteria will increase. In turn, a cognitive interview in no way influences the testimonies of the people who lie, because in their case there are no memories, whose drawing would be facilitated by the cognitive interview. In this way, with the application of the CI the difference between true and false testimonies becomes highly visible, which facilitates the operation of content-based methods.
Another hypothesis (Dukała, Sporer, Polczyk, in print) concerns the representational aspect of cognitive interview techniques. Many elements in such interrogations concern encouraging the witness to imagine the circumstances of the event, involving all senses in reminding, engaging imagination, and reporting the greatest number of details (e.g. probing images, context reinstatement techniques). Such a procedure may help deceptive individuals to build a more probable lie during an interrogation than in the cases when traditional form of interrogation is applied. In this way, the CI may negatively influence the efficiency of content-based techniques.

The results of studies in this area are not coherent. For example, the application of cognitive interview decrease the efficiency of RM in the studies conducted by Bembibre and Higueras (2011), and especially so in the case of testimonies concerning false accusations. Steller and Wellershaus (1996) observed a major drop in CBCA accuracy rate in the case of false testimonies collected with the use of cognitive interview as compared to the testimonies acquired during a standard interrogation. Although the studies conducted by Köhnken, Shimossek, Ashermann, Hoffer (1995) did not corroborate the impact of the manner of interrogation on the general accuracy rate of CBCA, yet it was observed that some CBCA criteria emerge more frequently in true and false statements acquired during a cognitive interview than in ones acquired during a standard interview (SI). Observed in the studies by Landstrom and Garnhag (2005) was the fact that certain RM criteria (temporal, spatial information) emerge more often in false statements acquired in CI than in SI. In turn, no negative impact of CI on the presence of RM criteria was observed in Hernandez-Fernaud and Alonso-Quecuty (1997). The results of the studies quoted above point to the fact that a cognitive interview may have a bearing on the efficiency of content-based techniques, yet this area has not been fully researched yet.

What has additional impact on the efficiency of content-based methods is the number of interrogations. For example, Saykaly (2009) observed that the presence of CBCA criteria decreases and altogether disappears at the third interrogation of a child. Erdmann, Volbert and Bohm (2004) noticed that in the fifth interrogation of a child, only one CBCA criterion (quantity of details) differentiates true statements from false, and additionally some children begin to believe that they witnessed an event that never happened already after the fourth interrogation. Granhag, Stromwall and Landstrom (2006) observed a similar impact on RM in the case of five consecutive inter-
rogations. In turn, Stromwall, Granhag, (2005) observed that the accuracy rate of RM in reference to the testimonies of all the children decrease already after the second interrogation.

One of the variables that have an impact on the efficiency of content-based techniques is the training of the person making the insincere testimony. Researchers pay attention to the fact that a person familiar with the criteria of veracity may include them into their statement while lying, in this way reducing the efficiency of content-based tools. A number of experiments were conducted to verify the claim. It found corroboration both in the case of testimonies of children (Vrij, Akenhurst, Soukara, Bull, 2004; Vrij, Keller, Mann, 2000; Vrij, Akenhurst, Soukara, Bull, 2002) and adults (Caso, Vrij, Mann, De Leo, 2006).

Additionally, experts point to the personality-based variables of a witness that may have an impact on the efficiency of content-based tools. These include fantasy proneness (with people with high fantasy proneness being capable of creating convincing and colourful lies that reduce the efficiency of CBCA; Schellerman-Offermans, Merckelbach, 2010), verbal skills (the higher they are, greater number of CBCA criteria turn up in testimonies independent of their veracity; Santtila, Roppola, Niemi, 2000), social anxiety (decreases the quality of the testimony and reduces the efficiency of both CBCA and RM; Vrij, Akenhurst, Soukara, Bull, 2004), and social adroitness (the presence of this trait in a witness increases the efficiency of the CBCA; Vrij, Akenhurst, Soukara, Bull, 2004). It must, however, be mentioned that studies concerning the links between the personal traits of the witness and the efficiency of content-based methods mentioned above have not been replicated.

Moreover, one should pay attention to the fact that the nature of a memory may influence the efficiency of content-based methods. The researchers strongly emphasise that both CBCA and RM were created to differentiate between sincere and deceptive testimonies, and account for the witness’s intentions, as the variables that is responsible for creating differences between these types of statements (e.g. Köhnken, Steller, 1989). These tools may prove inefficient in statements based on suggested or false memories, in whose case, the witness is convinced about their authenticity. The results of studies do not corroborate the hypothesis. For example, Blandon-Gitlin, Pezdek, Lindsay and Hagen (2009) studied the testimonies of people who had a false memory concerning a childhood event (e.g. getting lost in a shopping centre, upsetting a punch vase at a party) developed. Analyses with the use of CBCA and RM distinguished true statements from ones based on false memories,
yet only if the false memory was defined as partial. In Short and Bonder (2010) RM in the 43-criteria version also proved efficient in distinguishing between true and suggested statements, yet the effect was not strong.

Content-based methods of discovering deceptive testimonies gain on popularity both in Poland (Wojciechowski, 2012) and in other European states (Vrij, 2008) due to the easiness of application and relatively high accuracy rate. Their vast advantage is the fact that there are plenty of well-conducted studies concerning the factors that influence the efficiency of these tools, which makes it possible to use them more precisely, and correctly in practice. It is, however, material to remember that certain areas concerning the factors resulting from the analyses using content-based methods (e.g. the personal traits of a witness, and the impact of the manner of interrogation) still require additional studies.
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